
Bryan and fellow  Zoomers enjoying a w aterfall
during our trip to Laos last March

Greetings!

Welcome to this month's e-newsletter!  Thank you for reading, and for being part of the Zoom
family, opening minds and hearts through travel, while having an incredible time doing so.

"Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness," Mark Twain

 Follow our tour to Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia
Follow Bryan and his Zoom group to Laos,
Vietnam, and Cambodia

People often ask me what my favorite tour is that we
offer at Zoom Vacations.  It's always tough to answer
because I honestly feel like different trips at different
times.

Currently, I am really looking forward to going back to
Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia.  There certainly are
incredible excursions and events that I am looking
forward to experiencing with a new group of travelers,
such as bathing elephants in Laos, massages in
Danang, Lantern Town, Angkor Wat at
Sunrise...However, what amuses me are the little
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Sam enjoying the Great Barrier Reef on Zoom
Australia

random things and nuances to which I am looking forward.  In no particular order:

The sausage in Laos.  They make this incredible sausage that has lemongrass and who
knows what else in it.  Whatever they do to it, it's so delicious. I will be eating lots of it.
The pool at our hotel in Siem Reap. Last time I was there, I just loved swimming under
the palm trees.
Dinner at Elephant restaurant in Luang Prabang, Laos-- Laotian food is so good.
Morning Tai Chi on the deck of our boat in Halong Bay.
Our new, over-the-top "communist glam" hotel in Saigon.  While I wouldn't want to have
this style in my every day home, for two nights it is going to be so fun and spectacular.
Our annual cocktail competition in Saigon!
Breakfast with our group on the beach in Danang.
Our Farewell dinner in Cambodia is so authentic, meaningful, and special. This Zoom
Signature Event always wows our guests.

Plus, there are several new things on this trip, such as a visit to the city of Hue in Vietnam and
several surprises that I can't give away.  Follow me and Zoom Vacations in real time on social
media starting March 15th!

Bryan Instagram
Bryan Facebook
Zoom Vacations Instagram
Zoom Vacations Facebook

 Featured Traveler: Sam, from Chicago
Sam and his husband Lou have been on several Zoom
Vacations tours over the past many years, and they
are so engaging, and so much fun, that we always
love having them!  Sam is about to take his next trip
with Zoom Vacations, this time to Laos, Vietnam, and
Cambodia.  We decided to change things up a bit, and
interview Sam before the trip.  His interview is below,
and we will follow up with him after the trip in a few
weeks!

Zoom:  To what destinations have you been with Zoom
Vacations?

Sam:  My first Zoom trip was to Rio de Janeiro for Carnaval, a trip I wish I had done while in my
20s. Then came Scandinavia over New Year's and early January. That was followed by
Australia, Croatia, the Caribbean and Eastern Europe.

Zoom:  Based on those other experiences, what are you expecting from this upcoming trip to
Laos, Vietnam Nam, and Cambodia?

Sam:  Based on my prior Zoom experiences, I expect five star accommodations, awesome
meals, stimulating traveling companions and a variety of interesting activities that will include
both tourist highlights and lesser known rewarding experiences. Zoom has a way of including
unexpected activities, like less traveled side trips and local cooking classes that many tourists
will not experience, but which add a lot to the overall flavor and knowledge of a trip destination.
That's what I want from a big trip: a better understanding of where I've been, while also having
a good feel for what the locals' lives are like.
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Magical Egypt

Joel at the Louvre Museum in Abu Dhabi

Read the entire interview

  A Year of Contemplation
By Bryan Herb

This month's contemplation from a year of monthly thoughts
originating from a six week trip to India, Egypt, Kenya, Rwanda,
and Tanzania on three Zoom Vacations tours. 

Month Five:  Religions borrow from each other

Either there are some wacky coincidences amongst
the world's religions, or they have borrowed from one
another throughout history. You see it in design (Hindu
and Islamic art and architecture for sure) and actual
dogma (such as the concept of the Trinity in Egypt).

The Holy Trinity of Christianity, consisting of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit bares striking
similarity to earlier pagan trinities such as: Amun, Re, and Ptah of Egyptian Mythology; Anu,
Enlil, and Ea of Sumerian Mythology; and Ishtar, Baal, and Tammuz of Babylonian Mythology. 
It is also similar to the Trimurti of Hinduism (Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva) who are the three
principal manifestations of Brahman, or Godhead.

Read on

 Zooming with Joel
Enhance a Main Trip with a Cultural Stopover!

For some, the idea of a long haul flight to a place
like India, Sri Lanka or the Maldives can be intimidating
and downright daunting. But I like to think of a flight
schedule that takes me through many countries and
time zones as an opportunity to enhance a main trip at
the end of the flight.

I like to think of my travels as a menu where getting
there is the appetizer and the main trip is the entrée.
Of course adding a relaxing post trip can always be
considered the dessert. Take my recent trip to India
and Sri Lanka. I cashed in beaucoup AAdvantage
miles to fly in an Etihad First Class Apartment from

New York to Abu Dhabi and then connect to India. For me the way I get to a destination and
what happens during the journey to the final destination is just as important.

Read on

Plus, follow me and Zoom Vacations on Facebook and Instagram to catch our tour to Sri
Lanka taking place right now!  

Joel Instagram
Joel Facebook
Zoom Vacations Instagram
Zoom Vacations Facebook
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The gay beach during Tel Aviv
Gay Pride

 CHECK OUT OUR TOUR TO ISRAEL 

 Destination & Travel Trivia Fact of the Month: Israel
Israel is the only country in the world that entered the 21st century with
a net gain in its number of trees.  Come see for yourself with Zoom
Vacations this June!

 Thank you for being part of our family

At Zoom Vacations, we know that your time is valuable, and we thank you for sharing your time
to hear from us.  If you ever have a travel question or topic you would like to hear more about,
please let us know!

Sincerely,

Your friends at Zoom Vacations

TOURS     TESTIMONIALS     PRIVATE EVENTS     BLOGS     ABOUT     RESERVE 

Zoom Vacations
773.772.9666

info@zoomvacations.com
http://www.zoomvacations.com/
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